
OHCC BILLIARD CLUB SNOOKER RULES  3-19-17 
(See Figure on Page 2 for Beginning Ball Placements) 

1.   The player must break with the cue ball in the “D” and strike a red ball (ball 
on).  The cue ball must hit a rail.  During the remainder of the game, no ball 
is required to hit a rail after contact. 

2.   At each turn, a player must sink a red ball before shooting at a colored ball.  
This alternating play (red, color, red, color, etc.) continues until all red balls 
are off the playing surface. While red balls are on the table, any colored ball 
potted must be re-spotted.  Red balls are never returned to the table. 

3.   It is not necessary to call pockets on red or colored balls.  When red balls 
are on, all red balls made count as one  point each. 

4.   If any ball not on is potted (red or colored), it is a foul (Penalties, page 2).  
If this happens and a ball on is also potted, no points are given to the 
shooter making a ball on. 

5.   If the last red ball is sunk legally, as usual any colored ball may be shot.  If 
sunk it is respotted.  After that one shot, all colored balls are sunk in rotation 
and stay down.  (If the last red ball is sunk illegally, the incoming player 
immediately begins shooting the colored balls in rotation.) 

6.   Red balls are one point.  Colored balls are worth their face value. 
7.   When your opponent scratches you shoot from within the D, and can shoot 

in any direction at any designated “ball on” outside the D (or on the D line). 
8.   If a player is snookered on a foul shot with reds on the table, he can 

nominate any colored ball as a red (free ball) – if the player pots it then it 
scores as a red (1) and is re-spotted.  The player then continues to shoot at 
a colored ball. If no reds were available and the player is snookered on a 
foul, then the player can hit any other color (free ball) but it counts as the 
lowest value available and is respotted. The player then continues to shoot 
the colors in their normal sequence. 

9.   If the cue ball is frozen to any ball, it is a foul to move the other ball. 
10.  The winner of the game is the one with the most points.  (Points can also 

be gained from an opponent’s foul.) 
11.  If the score is tied at the end of the game the black is placed on its spot 

and the players toss or lag to play first from the D.  (No requirement to hit a 
rail.)   They keep shooting until the black is potted or a player fouls. 
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PENALTIES 
 

1. ALL PENALTIES are worth at least 4 points. 
2. Miss the red ball and hit nothing else – 4 point penalty 
3. Miss the red ball but hit a colored ball – penalty equals colored ball value 

(minimum 4) 
4. Scratch – 4 points.  Or the colored ball value if it is greater. 
5. If a red ball on causes a numbered ball to be potted – penalty equals 

colored ball value (minimum 4) 
6. If a numbered ball is potted and is not the ball on - penalty equals colored 

ball value (minimum 4) 
7. If you do not hit a ball – 4 points, or colored ball value if greater. 
8. If you hit the wrong ball first - 4 points or the highest value of the two balls 

involved (e.g., if you aim at the green and hit the black it’sa 7 point penalty, 
and if you aim at the black but hit a green it’s also 7 points). 

9. Penalty points are added to the opponent’s score as they occur. 
 

INITIAL BALL PLACEMENT 
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